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Installation Guide: 

Shannon Human mRNA Splicing Pipeline 

Pre-installation requirements: Either CLC Genomics Workbench or CLC Genomics 

Workbench and CLC Genomics server. Perl and gcc were previously required, however 

the plugin now contains a compiled binary to alleviate the need for those two 

dependencies.    

Summary of changes in version 2.0 

 Runs on Windows Vista, 7, or 8 (64 bit) 

 Is approximately 12 times faster (analyze complete genomes in 10-15min) 

 Handles indels (beta) 

 Does gene set overrepresentation analysis (pathway analysis) 

 Preset filters to simplify post-run analysis 

 Updated to include RefSeq gene annotations 

 

Standalone CLC Bio Genomics Workbench  Version (Server license or support 

either undesired or unavailable) 

1. Open CLC-Bio Workbench and select the "Plug-ins" button from the toolbar 

2. Uninstall previous version(s) of plug-in, if present 

3. Click ‘install from files’ 

4. Select "ShannonHumanSplicingPipelineClient.cpa" software and click install 

5. Necessary files containing genomic annotations (Ensembl gene, RefSeq, dbSNP, 

and hg reference sequence) must be installed for use by the main pipeline. Like the 

software, these plug-ins are available at the CLC Bio website as part of your 

purchase.  There are separate ‘dependencies’ plug-ins for each genome build 

available. Currently, dependencies plug-ins are available for hg18/NCBI36 and 

hg19/GRCh37.  

 

 If you intend to examine variants that are mapped to hg19 coordinates, browse 

computer and select "ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG19" (2 Gb) and click 

install.  

 If you intend to examine variants that are mapped to hg18 coordinates as well as 

hg19, the file “ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG18” (2 Gb) must be installed 

in the same manner.  
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 If variant data sources are mixed, ie. from both hg18 and hg19, both  

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG18” and 

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG19” must be installed. 

 Keep in mind that at least one dependencies file must be installed for the pipeline 

to function. Otherwise an error is generated at run time.  

  

6. Restart Genomics Workbench to complete installation  
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Installation of Genomics Workbench Client-Genomics Server  Version (both CLC 

Workbench and Server licenses are active) 

1. First, install the CLC Bio Workbench version - as outlined above - under the heading 

“Standalone Client Version”. It is not necessary to install 

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG18” or 

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG19” on the client Workbench if you never 

intend to use the client computer to run the pipeline. (ie: every run will take place on 

the server). If you want to run the Shannon pipeline computations on both the 

Workbench or the server, then dependency files must be installed on the respective 

computers. The “Dependencies” plug-ins must be installed on the Workbench when 

calculations are performed locally (without running the software on the server). 

2. Ensure the CLC-Bio Genomic Server is running. For more instructions on how to set 

up and access the server, see CLC-Bio's Genomics  server documentation 

3. Access the server through your web-browser and log in to the Server 

4. Select the Plug-ins option in the Admin tab 

5. Uninstall any previous version(s) of the Shannon pipeline for human splicing 

mutations plug-in 

6. Necessary files containing genomic annotations (Ensembl gene and dbSNP, hg 

reference sequence) must be installed for use by the main pipeline on the Genomics 

Server. Like the software, these plug-ins are available at the CLC Bio website as 

part of your purchase.  There are separate ‘dependencies’ plug-ins for each genome 

build. Currently, dependencies plug-ins are available for hg18/NCBI36 and 

hg19/GRCh37.  

  

 The dependencies plug-ins are large (2Gb each). By default, the CLC-Bio server 

does not allow plug-ins of this size to be installed. To change the settings, under 

the Main configuration tab->HTTP settings: modify the ‘Max upload size (MB)’ 

value to ≥ 3000 Mb. 

 If you intend to examine variants that are mapped to hg19 coordinates, browse 

computer and select " ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG19" (2 Gb) and click 

install.  

 If you intend to examine variants that are mapped to hg18 coordinates as well as 

hg19, the file “ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG18” (2 Gb) must be installed 

in the same manner.  

 If variant data sources are mixed, ie. from both hg18 and hg19, both  

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG18” and 

“ShannonPipelineDependenciesHG19” must be installed. 

 Keep in mind that at least one dependencies file must be installed for the pipeline 

to function. Otherwise an error is generated at run time.  
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7. The main pipeline plug-in can now be installed. Browse computer to select 

"ShannonHumanSplicingPipelineServer.cpa" and click install. 

8. If you have not already set any ‘File system locations’ for your server as outlined in 

CLC-Bio's server documentation, this must be done before the Shannon pipeline can 

be run. The Server has to have a CLC Bio folder on your hard drive where CLC 

objects and files are defined in advance of running the plug-in.  Please refer to the 

CLC Bio Genomics Server installation guide for details on Server set up.  

 

* Requirements and validation 
 
The Cytognomix Shannon human mRNA splicing plug-in  runs in standalone mode on 

the CLC Genomics Workbench V6.5 or with both the Workbench and CLC Genomics 

Server V6.5 (as a standalone server using grid). Released for the following 64 bit 

operating systems: Windows (Vista, 7, 8), Linux, and MacOSX. This plugin requires at 

least 4Gb of RAM. 

 

 

Support 

 
CLC Bio Customer Support (primary) 

 

Cytognomix Inc. (secondary) 

700 Collip Circle #150, London ON  N6G 4X8 Canada 

info@cytognomix.com     ♦    www.cytognomix.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:info@cytognomix.com
http://www.cytognomix.com/
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 Trial/Web Server Login  
 

The trial version of the server does not report all of the results that the fully 
licensed version does:  
-Any number of variants may be submitted.  
-The set of variants shown is randomly selected from a larger set of results.  
-Up to 20% of all possible results are shown.  
-Only a few inactivating or leaky variants are returned.  
-No more than 500 variants with changes in information content are displayed.  
-User access is anonymous, but IP addresses are tracked.  
-The only Server function that is enabled is the Shannon pipeline plugin.  
-The full version of the plugin contains none these limitations.  

 
*Please Note: The server may be accessed without completing steps 1 and 2 below. 
The server contains results generated from the full version of the plugin which can be 
viewed without installation of the trial. However, if you would like to examine your own 
variants (or analyze the sample variants in the _SAMPLE-VARIANTS folder) on the trial 
server, all of the following steps are required:  
 
1. Uninstall any previously installed Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline plugins.  
 
2. Download and install 'CytognomixShannonPipelineClient.cpa' (name: Cytognomix 
Shannon Pipeline Client) in your previously installed Genomics Workbench.  
 
3. Connect to the server  

 From within the Genomics Workbench, select file->CLC Server Login  

 If necessary, expand the advanced option to uncover 'Server host' and 'Server 
port'  

 Login using the following credentials.  
o User name: trial  

o Password: Cytognomix  

o Server host: 208.75.74.35  

o Server port: 7777  

o Click login  
 
4. If desired, you can view some results generated by the full version of the plugin in the 
folder _SAMPLE-RESULTS-FROM-FULL-VERSION.  
 
5. Your own data may be imported at this time. For instructions regarding the import 
process, please consult the Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline documentation on how to 
import either VCF or Shannon pipeline basic variant. For simplicity, the steps given 
below will use pre-imported data that are already resident on the Trial Server.  
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6. In the Genomics Workbench toolbox, expand Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline and 
double click 'Launch Pipeline'. 
 
7. A wizard will pop up. Select CLC Server and click next.  
 
8. Expand the folder _SAMPLE-VARIANTS to view its contents. Select 'Pre-Imported-
hg19-Variants-Ready-to-be-examined-by-the-Shannon-Pipeline' and move it to the 
'Selected Elements' region of the wizard. Click next.  
 
9. The pre-imported variants are hg19, so ensure hg19 is selected in 'Genome Build' 
and click next. 
 
10. The results of the pipeline should be saved, this will be selected by default so click 
next on the Result handling wizard screen.  
 
11. Create a folder to store your results. To do this, highlight the Trial_Server_Data 
folder and press the +folder button. Name the folder whatever you would like. Highlight 
your newly created folder and click finish to begin your run.  
 
12. With this data (approximately 5000 variants on 3 different chromosomes), the run 
will take approximately 10 minutes to complete (if using the pre-imported variants), so 
be sure to check back to review your results.  
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Quick Start 

This page contains information on how to run the plugin. For an overview of information theory 
please view the "Review" section. 
Note: This guide assumes that the Shannon Human Splicing plugin has been installed. For 
installation help, please consult the installation guide (above).  

Importing Data 

Before analysis can take place, input data containing variants is needed. The data to be 
examined must be in one of the two formats described below. Version 2.0 introduces a beta 
version of indel analysis* (please view “Note on indel analysis” section below).  

Import option 1 - VCF files (recommended method) 

VCF files may be imported. The file must be a standard VCF file with at least the first five 
columns present. The necessary fields are CHROM, POS, ID, REF, ALT in that order. File 
headers are not necessary and will be ignored if present. When specifying indels, the reference 
nucleotide field must include the base preceding the event, which must also be reflected in the 
position field.  
For example, the following lines are acceptable:  
5 148835675 . C T  
5 148989410 ID1 A G,T 
5 148989435 CAGT C (deletion) 
5 148989435 C CAAA (insertion) 
 
To import the data, click the import button on the taskbar in the CLC-Bio workbench and select 
'Standard Import'. Select the file to be imported and select force import as type: Shannon 
Pipeline VCF Format.  
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Figure 1. A demonstration of the Option 1 (VCF) import process. Select force import as: 

Shannon Pipeline VCF Format 

Import option 2 - Variant tracks 

CLC-Bio variant tracks can be used as input for the pipeline. If the variants to be examined are 
already located within a variant track object in the CLC-Bio environment, no further import is 
necessary. Otherwise, a VCF file can be imported as a variant track. 
To import a VCF file as a variant track, click the import button on the taskbar in the CLC-Bio 
workbench and select 'Tracks'. Under type of files to import, select VCF. You will be asked to 
choose the file to be imported as a variant track as well as a reference track. For additional help 
regarding generating a reference track, please refer to the CLC-Bio documentation covering 
track import. When executing the Shannon pipeline with track input, the run will take slightly 
longer because the track is exported and imported behind the scenes to reorder data. 
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Figure 2. A demonstration of the Option 2 (Track) import process. The imported variant track 

may be used as input for the Shannon pipeline. 

Running multiple samples together in a single run 

The ID field in a VCF file can be used as a sample label to facilitate separating the samples 
after the run. To label all variants from the same sample, place the name of the sample in the ID 
field in a VCF file. Do this for all samples and place them in the same VCF file. Import the single 
VCF file containing multiple samples using Shannon Pipeline VCF Import. This enables multiple 
samples to be analyzed in a single run. Table filtering can then be used when the run is 
complete to examine results of each sample separately.  

Example data 

Example data was automatically placed in the directory "ExampleData_ShannonPipeline" upon 
plugin installation. Three descriptively named objects can be found in the directory:  

 1. Pre-Imported-hg19-Variants_Ready-to-be-examined-by-the-Shannon-Pipeline: The 
result of either importing file 2 using Option 1 in the import section above or importing file 
3 using Option 2. This object may be used to test the Shannon Pipeline. 

 2. SampleBasicFormat_Would-be-imported-by-forcing-import-as-Shannon-Pipeline-
Basic-Format.txt: This is an example of the Shannon Pipeline Basic format before 
importing. 
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 3. SampleVCF_Would-be-imported-by-forcing-import-as-Shannon-Pipeline-VCF.vcf: An 
example of the Shannon Pipeline VCF format before importing 

This example data was included to act as a starting point for first time users of the plugin. If it is 

no longer needed, the ExampleData_ShannonPipeline may be deleted. If the 

ExampleData_ShannonPipeline folder was accidentally deleted, please reinstall the plugin as 

the example files are placed in the directory upon installation.  

Running the pipeline 

After importing your data and clicking on "Launch Shannon Pipeline" (located in the toolbox, 

under Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline), a wizard will appear asking whether you would like 

the analysis to take place on the server or the workbench. Each step of this wizard is described 

below:  

 Step 1: Select the desired analysis location (workbench, CLC server, or grid). If using 
the trial server (only for trial version of the plugin), select CLC Server. 

 Step 2: Select your imported variant data (Data must be a track or imported using one of 
the methods above. See the importing and example data sections above for help. The 
file Pre-Imported-hg19-Variants_Ready-to-be-examined-by-the-Shannon-Pipeline in the 
ExampleData_ShannonPipeline can be used in this step if you have not imported your 
own data yet.) 

 Step 3: Select the desired reference genome (hg19 or hg18) and file for exome 
annotation (RefSeq or Ensembl 66).  

 Step 4: Select whether you would like to save or open your results. We suggest that you 
select save and check "make log". Delta Ri and Final Ri plot checkboxes are available 
here to enable or disable their construction.  

 Step 5: Select your desired location for the results data 
 Upon clicking finish, the pipeline will begin analysis 
 Only one analysis can be run at a time on the CLC Genomics Workbench. On the CLC 

Server, multiple analysis are queued and then run consecutively. Using the licensed grid 
version, multiple analyses can be run simultaneously. 

A pop-up window indicates the run is "Done" when complete. 

Your results are located in the directory specified in the final step of the Launch Shannon 

Pipeline wizard. They include: tabular output split into 4 files (complete, inactivating, leaky, and 

cryptic), plots for every chromosome and a genome-wide Manhattan style plot which includes all 

the variants.  

Displaying results 

In the navigation area of the workbench, double click a tabular or plot results object. The objects 
will be displayed in an appropriate editor.  

*Note on indel analysis: 

This is a beta version with a known issue which can generate incorrect Ri values (when 

examining indels). We estimate correct Ri values will be generated for ~95% of indels. The 

issue is related to incorrect shifting of coordinate systems generally related to 
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insertions/deletions directly overlapping a splice site. Therefore, please keep in mind that some 

Ri values related to indels may be incorrect. 
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Tables 

 

Figure 1. An example of a table generated by the pipeline. Columns which are not of immediate 

interest can be temporarily removed by unchecking the checkboxes within the sidebar on the 

right. 

 
The tables contain all information gained through the information analysis on variants. 
Four tables are generated each time the pipeline is executed, these are: 
1. Complete Variant Information 
All sites exhibiting a delta Ri of at least 1.0 bits (and less than -1.0 bits) are included here 
 
2. Inactivating Variant Information 
Includes natural site variants with an original Ri greater than 1.6 bits and which drop below that 
value after the variant is introduced 
 
3. Leaky Variant Information 
Natural site variants which experience a drop in Ri after the variant is introduced 
 
4. Cryptic Variant Information 
Includes only cryptic site variants 
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Each row of the table represents a single variant. The meaning of each column is 
described below: 
1. Chromosome 
Chromosome containing the splice site experiencing a change in Ri 
 
2. Splice site coordinate 
Location of the splice site experiencing a change in Ri 
 
3. Strand 
Displayed as "+" for positive and "-" for negative strand 
 
4. Ri-initial 
Ri of splice site before introducing the variant 
 
5. Ri-final 
Ri of splice site after introducing the variant 
 
6. Delta Ri 
The change in Ri before and after introducing the variant 
 
7. Type 
The site is either an acceptor or a donor. Displayed as "ACCEPTOR" or "DONOR" 
 
8. Gene Name 
Name of the gene closest to the location of the variant. If multiple genes overlap the coordinate 
of the variant, they will all be appear in a comma delimited list.  
 
9. Location 
The site is either natural or cryptic. Displayed as "NATURALSITE" or "CRYPTICSITE" 
 
 
Columns displayed only for cryptic site variants 
10. Location Type 
If the location of the variant is within an exon it is "EXONIC". Otherwise, it is "INTRONIC" 
 
11. Location relative to exon 
If the location of the variant is "INTRONIC" and within 300 base pairs of an exon, depending on 
its location relative to the exon it is "3'-FLANKING" or "5'-FLANKING" 
 
12. Distance from nearest natural site 
If the location of the variant is within 1000 base pairs of a natural site, the number of base pairs 
separating the two sites is shown here 
 
13. Location of nearest natural site 
If the location of the variant is within 1000 base pairs of a natural site, the coordinates of the 
nearest natural site are shown here 
 
14. Ri of nearest natural site 
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15. Cryptic Ri relative to natural site Ri 
If a cryptic site has a higher Ri than the nearest natural site after the variant is introduced it is 
"GREATER", otherwise it is "LESS" 
 
 
Additional columns displayed for all variants 
16. rsID if available 
dbSNP135 is examined to determine if the variant in question is a known variant. If it is found 
within dbSNP135, its rsID is displayed 
 
17. Average heterozygosity 
If the variant is a known SNP in dbSNP135, its average heterozygosity is displayed 
 
18. Variant coordinate 
Location of SNP which was examined by the pipeline 
 
19. Input variant 
Reference and variant nucleotides of SNP 
 
20. Variant type 
Denotes the variant as an 'SNV' of 'Indel'. 
 
21. Input ID 
ID as specified in the 'ID' column of input track or VCF file followed by a unique number 
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Figure 2. An example of table history generated by the pipeline. While the table editor is open 

(such as in figure 1), select history at the bottom of the screen. Genome version, Ensembl 

version, filer options, run time, skipped variants, and the input file for the appropriate pipeline 

execution can be found here. 
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Plots 

 

Figure 1. An example of a plot generated by the pipeline. 

The plots provide a visual representation of the delta Ri for each variant. The genome wide, 
Manhattan style plot shows variants across the whole genome. Plots for individual 
chromosomes provide a closer look at the effect of the variants on a single chromosome.  

Hovering the mouse over a plot point will produce a tool-tip containing the following information 
about the variant:  

 Chromosome 
 Coordinate 
 Delta Ri (change in Ri before and after variant is introduced) 
 Final Ri (Ri after variant is introduced) 
 rsID from dbSNP130/135 if available 
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Figure 2. An example of plot history generated by the pipeline. While the plot editor is open 

(such as in figure 1), select history at the bottom of the screen. Genome version, Ensembl 

version, filer options, run time, skipped variants, and the input file for the appropriate pipeline 

execution can be found here. 
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Tracks 

Four BEDGRAPH tracks are generated each time the pipeline is executed, these are: 

1. customtrack-positive-acceptor-deltaRi (acceptor sites on the positive strand)  
2. customtrack-negative-acceptor-deltaRi (acceptor sites on the negative strand)  
3. customtrack-positive-donor-deltaRi (donor sites on the positive strand)  
4. customtrack-negative-donor-deltaRi (donor sites on the negative strand)  

Each row of a track represents a single variant. Each track has a header automatically included 
and are ready to be viewed using a genome browser. The header hides other tracks and 
displays ensGene (Ensembl Gene Predictions).  

Example row: 
chr1 8863452 8863452 14.7147693634033  
On chromosome 1, coordinate 8863452 the predicted result of the input variant is an Ri increase 
of 14.71 bits. When viewed in a genome browser, a vertical line depicts the change in Ri.  
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Filtering Tips 

A method to further reduce the number of variants found in Shannon pipeline results is 
described here. For additional specifics and explanations of the filters please refer to the 
following paper: Shirley BC, Mucaki EJ, Whitehead T, Costea PI, Akan P, Rogan PK. 
Interpretation, stratification and evidence for sequence variants affecting mRNA splicing in 
complete human genome sequences. Genomics Proteomics Bioinformatics. 2013 Apr;11(2):77-
85. 
 
In general, further filtering is not required for inactivating or leaky variants. All cryptic site 
variants are reported, however some of these variants are less likely to alter splicing. The 
following steps describe a method to filter out those variants and keep only variants most likely 
to functionally relevant. To perform the following filtering steps, it is expected that you have the 
'Cryptic Variant Information' table open in the CLC-Bio Workbench. Filtering options are located 
near the top-right of the table. In particular, click the arrow labelled 'Advanced filter' on 
mouseover to access the filtering options described below. In the 'Advanced filter' display, you 
will see two dropdown boxes. The first box represents the columns in the table, the second 
allows several filtering options to be applied. Very similar filters can also be applied outside of 
the workbench in spreadsheet software. 
 
1. Eliminate cryptic sites which experience a decrease in Ri 
delta Ri > 0 (note: in the workbench, 'delta' will appear as a triangle) 
Select delta Ri from the column dropdown box in 'Advanced filter' options. In the second box, we 
are interested in thos variants which results in an increased in Ri, so we select '>'. Finally, in the 
text field we enter 0 and click the apply button to execute the filter. 
It is generally assumed that natural sites are used unless the natural site is weakened or a 
nearby cryptic site is strengthened. This filter removes those variants which contribute to a 
decrease in Ri of a cryptic site as it is unlikely this will contribute to deleterious splicing. 
 
2. Eliminate cryptic sites weaker than a nearby natural site 
Cryptic Ri relative to nat. = GREATER 
To create a new filter while preserving previous filters, click the green plus sign button adjacent 
to the current filter. 
As a result of similar reasoning to filter 1, we are generally only interested in those cryptic sites 
predicted to be stronger than a nearby natural site. 
 
 
3. Eliminate cryptic sites too far away from an exon 
Filters 1 and 2 will greatly reduce the number of rows in the table. If additional filtering is 
required, cryptic sites may be eliminated which are not sufficiently close to an exon. If a cryptic 
site is more than 300bp away from an exon, it is quite unlikely the cryptic site will be used. 
 
Two filters to be applied separately are required for this step. First, the following filter can be 
applied to eliminate variants not within 300bp of an exon: 
Loc. Rel. to exon contains FLANKING 
This filters works because a variant will only be annotated as 3'-FLANKING or 5'-FLANKING if it 
is intronic and within 300bp of an exon. After all the filters up to this point have been applied, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
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intronic cryptic sites most likely to be functionally relevant will be displayed. Exonic cryptic sites 
must also be taken into account however. Exonic cryptic sites are not annotated as 3'-
FLANKING or 5'-FLANKING because they are within the exon. To display exonic sites, the 
'FLANKING' filter should be removed and the following filter can be used: 
Location Type = EXONIC 
 
Others filters which may be of interest 
rsID if available doesn't contain rs 
This filter will display variants not present in dbSNP135. 
 
Acceptable cryptic site distance from the nearest natural site can be narrowed if desired. 
Dist. from nearest nat. site abs value < 100 
Note that 100 can be changed to any value under 300. 
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

FAQ 

This FAQ will be updated with answers to common questions. 

Q: Does the Shannon pipeline handle indels? A: Yes, but please keep in mind that the indel 
analysis portion of the plugin is currently in the beta stages of development. 

Q: How far away from a cryptic site does the pipeline look for a natural splice site? A: 
Currently, the pipeline looks up to 1000bp from the cryptic site. Additional annotation (whether 
the cryptic site is 3' or 5' flanking in relation to the exon and distance from natural site) will be 
applied if a cryptic site is within 300bp of a natural site. 

Q: How fast is the Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline? A: In our testing, the pipeline 
averaged 3343 variants/min on an I7-based server. 100,000 variants took 37min to analyze. 
Increasing the number of variants leads to an approximately linear increase in computation time 
(314,637 variants in 87min). 

Q: If something has gone wrong, how can I find out more about the problem? A: An object 
ServerStdErrLog.log will appear with the output objects if an error was encountered during the 
run 

Q: If my variant is on the complementary strand, will the Shannon Human Splicing 
Pipeline process it? A: Yes, the variant is complemented to match the substitution on the 
reference sequence. 
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Pathway Analysis 

Overview 

This is an add-on module for the Shannon Pipeline. It analyzes results from the Shannon 

Pipeline's output, specifically the gene annotations, and performs a pathway over-

representation analysis. 

 

The over-representation analysis performs a one-tailed Fisher's Exact Test on unique gene hits 

from a Shannon Pipeline output table. It will only include those genes that are within the 

Ensembl gene database, so as to exclude mRNA transcripts from the analysis. 

 

The user is required to input two parameters in order for the analysis to be run. The user must 

first provide the number of unique genes present within the global genome the test-data was 

derived from. The default value is 20,750, the current number of coding genes estimated to be 

within the human genome by the Ensembl Genome Annotation System(1). Cancer genome 

gene numbers may differ significantly from this value, as such users who are able to estimate 

their genomes global gene count differs from the standard human genome should change this 

value. Changing this value will result in a change of the significance of results. 

 

The second parameter the user is required to provide is the significance level they wish to filter 

results at. It is recommended to be kept at 0.05, and not to be placed higher, as this could 

cause a great number of results to be produced which will be of less value to the user. 

Module Input, and File Import 

This module takes two different formats of input, either a Shannon Pipeline output table, or a 

text-file containing a list of genes. To use the Shannon Pipeline output table, upon selecting the 

Pathway Analysis option, just bring the table in question over from the left hand side of available 

inputs, to the right hand side indicating that you would like to run Pathway Analysis on this table. 

 

In order to run the Pathway Analysis upon a text-file, you will need to import the file in question. 

First it is essential that the text-file is the correct format. It should contain a list of the genes you 

want to analyze, each on a separate line. Incorrectly named genes, or genes not separated by a 

new-line will not be examined by the pipeline. 

 

To import the properly formatted file, click on Import in the top toolbar, or from the File menu, 

select Import. Select Workbench from the wizard that pops up, click on Next, then select the file 

in question from the file browser. You want the import type to be Automatic. Click through now 

until you can select Finish. Upon clicking Finish the wizard should close, and your file should be 

listed in your CLC Data folder.  

In-Depth Guide to Running 

http://useast.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Info/Annotation#genebuild
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Select Pathway Analysis from the available Shannon Pipeline modules, this should open a CLC 
bio Wizard. Ensure that Workbench is selected, then click Next. The next screen is where you 
will input the data you wish to analyze. The only inputs that the module will take are Shannon 
Pipeline output tables, and a new-line delimited list of genes, imported from a text-file. 
 
NOTE: If you choose to analyze anything with an imported text-file, the Pipeline will ignore any 
filter options you input. Although the module will currently allow you to set filter options, if a text-
file was selected the program will ignore all filter options set. If the user chooses one or more 
tables, all filter options will be preserved. 
 
After bringing all inputs you want from the left column to the right column, select Next. The 
following page allows you to set certain parameters for the run. The three necessary parameters 
are the significance of the results, the number of genes you believe to be within your genome, 
and whether you would like to look at Natural sites, Cryptic sites, or both. If you select Natural 
sites or Cryptic sites, the program will ignore all inputs that don't match these criteria. This can 
concentrate the pool of results you are looking for. E.g., if you have a results table with 500 
unique genes, but only 100 of those belong to Natural sites, if you select Natural sites, the 
program will treat your input as only those 100 unique genes, and not the complete set of 500. 
 
The next set of input options ask you whether you would like to filter results by Ri values. This 
will allow the user to only look for those genes that are over-represented that match a certain 
initial and final Ri criteria. If the results match the criteria, they will be eligible for over-
representation. Note: Unlike the filtering options above, even if a certain gene's variant's do not 
match the Ri threshold information, this will not exclude them from being included in the 
analysis, as they still contribute to genes that are present, and affect the over-representation 
analysis. 
 
After setting all the necessary options, click Next. If you want the table to just be opened in the 
Workbench, and not save the results for later examination, select Open, followed by Finish. If 
however you wish to save the results, select Save, followed by Next. The final page will ask you 
where you wish the results to be saved, through a File explorer window. Once you have 
correctly entered the location, click Finish, and the module will begin analysis. 

Exporting Results  

Upon completing the Pathway Analysis, you will be presented with a table in the Workbench, 
containing all your results. The results are organized in the table by the Pathway in question, 
followed by the significance of its over-expression, followed next by the number of genes it 
found within this pathway, the number of genes in the pathway total, and a comma delimited list 
of the genes found. 
 
Users may find that the table does not adequately allow them to see all results, or may wish to 
export the data in order to manipulate it further/extract specific results. To accomplish this 
simply click on the Export button in the top toolbar, or select Export from the File menu. In the 
window that pops-up select the name you wish to call the file, the location you would like the file 
to be exported to, and the format of the outputted file (it should be .txt by default). After inputting 
this information, select Save, this will begin the Export process.  
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Pathway Analysis FAQ 

 Q: What is the run time for this analysis? 

A: We have measured the analysis for 1,600,000 variants at 53 seconds. This number 

should increase in a roughly linear manner with the number of variants produced in a 

table.  

 Q: What are the different input types for the module? 

A: The module will run on either a Shannon Pipeline output table, or an imported text-

file. The text-file that is to be imported must be formatted as a list of genes, with each 

gene name on a separate line. The gene names do not have to be unique, as the 

program will handle this.  

 Q: How do I import a text-file? 

A: Select Import from the top toolbar, or from the File menu. Ensure Workbench is 

selected, then click Next. On the next window, navigate to the file you wish to import, 

and ensure that the import type is selected as Automatic. Click through now until you hit 

Finish.  

 Q: How do I export my results? 

A: Select Export from the top toolbar, or from the File menu. In the window that appears, 

enter the name you wish the exported file to be call, the location you would like it to go, 

and the file type you would like to export as. It will be .txt by default. When this is 

completed, click Save and the file will begin exporting.  
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Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline 

Preset Filtering 

Overview 

This is an add-on module for the Shannon Pipeline. It examines Shannon Pipeline output and 

filters it based on a preset standard filter, or by selecting individual options. 

Selecting objects to be filtered 

This module filters Shannon Pipeline output. Appropriate objects will be named "Complete 
Variant Information" if not renamed after pipeline execution. Double click on "Filter Pipeline 
Output" in the "Additional Pipeline Tools" subfolder within the "Shannon Human Splicing 
Pipeline" folder. After selecting the location in which the filtering will be executed, you will be 
asked to select a Shannon Pipeline results object. Multiple objects can be filtered 
simultaneously by placing multiple Shannon Pipeline results objects into the "Selected 
elements" window on the right side of the wizard.  

Explanation of Filtering Options 

Note: These filters define those variants to be preserved (not eliminated) in the resulting 
table. For example, filtering for all variants with initial Ri above 1.6 will result in a filtered table 
containing variants with initial Ri greater than 1.6.  

A user can either filter output with their own criteria or using preset filters that have been created 
by Cytognomix. Combining the following filtering criteria in various ways will reduce the number 
of variants reported. 

 Preset filters: A preset filter can be selected using the dropdown menu. When a filter is 
selected, all options below are automatically modified according to the selected preset. If 
desired, filters set automatically by selecting a preset filter can be manually modified. To 
reset all filters to default, select the preset "None". 

 Filters based on Ri: Filters related to initial, final, and change in Ri values can be set 
here. For each of these numeric filters, you may filter for those values higher/lower than 
a specified value by selecting the appropriate option from the dropdown menu. If the 
option "Any" is selected, any value placed in the adjacent text box will be ignored. 
Otherwise, enter the desired value in the adjacent text box. 

 Natural site change in Ri: You may filter for natural sites increasing in Ri or decreasing in 
Ri  

 Novel and known variants: A known variant contains an rsID in the rsID column of 
Shannon Pipeline output. Filtering by novel variants will eliminate any variant with an 
rsID. Filtering by known variants will eliminate all variants without one. 

 Average heterozygosity: Similar to the filters based on Ri, filters can be defined for 
average heterozygosity above or below a specified value.  

 Strand: Filter by positive or negative strand 
 Donors/Acceptors: Filter by splice site donors or acceptors 
 Intronic cryptic site distance from nearest natural site: Generally, variants most likely to 

be potentially deleterious are found nearby a natural site. Use this filter to define how far 
away an intronic cryptic site can be from a natural site. 
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 Cryptic site strength relative to nearest natural site: Generally, only those cryptic sites 
with Ri greater than a nearby natural site have the potential to be deleterious. Selecting 
"Cryptic site Ri greater than nearest natural site Ri" will preserve these variants. 

 Cryptic sites within introns and exons: This option will filter for cryptic sites within exons 
or introns only.  

Discussion of the Standard Preset Filter 

This preset emulates the filtering methods used in the following paper: Shirley BC, Mucaki EJ, 
Whitehead T, Costea PI, Akan P, Rogan PK. Interpretation, stratification and evidence for 
sequence variants affecting mRNA splicing in complete human genome sequences. Genomics 
Proteomics Bioinformatics. 2013 Apr;11(2):77-85. Further explanations for each filter can be 
found there. 
 
These filters are designed to keep those variants most likely to be potentially deleterious. When 
considering natural sites, we are only interested in those decreasing in Ri since (in general) a 
natural site increasing in Ri will only widen the gap in Ri between itself and nearby potential 
cryptic sites. Similarly, we are only interested in cryptic sites with an Ri greater than a natural 
site within 300bp. We allow variants with an rsID, but only those with an average heterozygosity 
less than 5%. This eliminates common rsIDs which are therefore unlikely to be deleterious.  

Exporting Results 

You may wish to export your filtered tables to examine using external software. To do so, select 
Export from the top toolbar in the workbench or from the File menu. In the window that appears 
enter a desired file name, save location, and file type. Click Save and file export will begin.  

  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23499923
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